The properties of the solution set of stochastic inclusions z x, s e ClL2 f Fr(xr)dr + f ar(zr)dw r / f f H,() (dT",dz)) are investigated. They are equivalent to properties of fixed points sets of appropriately defined set-valued mappings.
INTRODUCTION
There is a large number of papers (see for example [11, [4] and [5] ) dealing with the existence of optimal controls of stochastic dynamical systems described by integral stochastic equations. Such problems can be described (see [10] ) by stochastic inclusions (SI(F, G,H))of the form x x, e ClL F,.(x.)dr + G(z)dw + H,(x)V (d,, dz) 8 8 8 n where the stochastic integrals are defined by Aumann's procedure (see [7] , [9] ).
The results of the paper are concerned with properties of the set of all solutions to SI(F,G,H) . To begin with, we recall the basic definitions dealing with set-valued stochastic integrals and stochastic inclusions presented in [10] . We assume, as given, a complete filtered probability space (f,,(tt)t>o,P), where a family (t)t>0, of a-algebras 5t C is assumed to be increasing:
.C t if s _< t. We set N+ [0, c) , and %+ will denote the Borel a-algebra on 1Received: April, 1993 . Revised: July, 1993. R+. We consider set-valued stochastic processes (F,) 
BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
Throughout the paper we shall assume that a filtered complete probability space (f, q, (t)t > o, P) satisfies the following usual hypotheses" (i)qo contains all the P-null sets of , (ii) -V t> ot and (iii) t = f'l , for all u>t t, 0 _< t < c. As usual, we consider a set N+ x f as a measurable space with the producg a-algebra N+ (R) . Moreover We shall also consider %+ (R) 9 (R) %" and 9"-measurable set-valued mappings %: R + x 12 x "---,Cl("). They will be denoted as fmilies (%t,)t >_ o, e R" and called measurable and predictable, respectively set-valued stochastic processes depending on a parameter z R". The process %-(%t,)t >o, e R" is said to be t-adapted if %t,, is t-measurable for each t > 0 and z R". Denote by Alf_ (9), p >_ 1, and ./t1_ (9", q) the families of all set-valued predictable processes F = (F,)t>_o and % = (%t, )t >_ o, e R", respecgively, such that E f 11F 1 1 'dt < o and E f f 1 1 t,z [[ 2dtq(z) [a, fl] , resp.) solution to SI(F,G,H) and x0 = y (x=-y, resp.). An initial-value problem for SI(F,G,H) mentioned above will be denoted by SI(F,G,H) (SI'(F, G, H []
In wht follows we shall deal with F={(F,(x)),>o:X"), Let C be a nonempty weakly closed subset of D and select a sequence (x")of %-(C) weakly converging to x D. There is a sequence (y")of C such that y" %(x") for n = 1,2, By the uniform square-integrable boundedness of F,G and H, there is a convex weakly compact subset % C x L x <W such that %(x")C (). Therefore, y"e (%), for n = 1,2,... which, by the weak compactness of if(%), implies the existence of a subsequence, say for simplicity (y), of (y")weakly converging to y if(% ,(<.<,1-7(,.,,1 -+o =d hi,=(<.,.,)-h" ,,:(1 I-+0 a.e. as n---+c. Hence, by (.All we can easily see that a sequence (y), defined by y" = (f", g", h"), weakly converges to 5'. Bug 9" (z") C 6' for n 1,2,... and 6' is weakly closed. Then y e C which implies (x) C C. Thus x e %_ (C). 
